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By Erin Spain

In today’s era of machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) 
in medicine, Feinberg has the opportunity to not only create and 
implement new AI tools that enhance healthcare, but also set 
ethical standards for how these tools are developed and used in 
the medical profession. 

“We can’t afford to ‘move fast and break things,’ because if we 
break things, people might die,” said Abel Kho, MD. “We have 
to be very thoughtful, from the bottom data layer all the way up 
to the application layer, to be sure we are doing everything in an 
ethical, responsible way.”

As the director of Feinberg’s new Institute for Augmented 
Intelligence in Medicine (I.AIM), Kho has laid out a vision for 
the Feinberg community to consider when approaching AI 
projects. Kho said the institution’s name, which uses the word 
“augmented” instead of “artificial,” is deliberate. 

“This technology is a tool, like a stethoscope or scalpel. And it’s 
not the only way you deliver care,” said Kho, also an associate 
professor of Medicine in the Division of General Internal 
Medicine and Geriatrics. “We want to emphasize the human 
touch in medicine and how it can be enhanced or augmented 
with technology, not replaced.”

This institute will explore the application of computational 
methods — such as machine learning, artificial intelligence, 

pattern recognition, genetic analysis and deep phenotyping of 
health data — to build useful, responsible tools that put people 
first, Kho said. 

Seven Guiding Principles

Kho has created guiding principles for the institute modeled off 
the Hippocratic oath, which all new physicians take in the form of 
the modern Declaration of Geneva, swearing to uphold a number 
of professional ethical standards. They are:

1. Value privacy

2. Act with humility

3. Endeavor ethically

4. Move deliberately, don’t break things patients or 
clinicians depend on

5. Respect patients and clinicians

6. Augment the physician’s tools, maintain centrality of 
people in the practice of medicine

7. Beneficence (do what’s right)

Building the Pipes

Recent Feinberg publications involving AI models and tools 
have made headlines for improving breast and lung cancer 
detection, analyzing placental health and enhancing the standard 
stethoscope. Such projects are inspiring but will not be the bulk 
of the I.AIM’s early projects, Kho said. First, infrastructure needs 
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informatics, many of whom remain close colleagues and friends.”

He chose to come to Northwestern Medicine after his 
Regenstrief fellowship because he saw that the healthcare 
system was embracing electronic medical records and knew 
there was research potential in this area. Soon he was appointed 
director of the Center for Health Information Partnerships in the 
Institute for Public Health and Medicine (IPHAM) at Feinberg 
and began managing projects to bring people, communities and 
data together to drive measurable and sustained improvement in 
health. He also has an active primary care practice, which helps 
inform the clinical relevance of his research.

The I.AIM Team

Now, in his director role with I.AIM, Kho has assembled a team 
of Northwestern faculty who also have experience or interest in 
data science with the mission to bridge computational methods 
with human expertise to advance medical science and improve 
human health.

The institute’s central data team will be led by: Chief AI 
Officer Yuan Luo, PhD, an associate professor of Preventive 
Medicine and at the McCormick School of Engineering; 
Chief Data Engineer Mozziyar Etemadi, MD, PhD, a research 
assistant professor at the McCormick School of Engineering and 
of Anesthesiology at Feinberg; Chief Informatics Officer Firas 
Wehbe, MD, PhD, Feinberg’s chief research informatics 
officer and associate professor of Preventive Medicine and 
of Pathology; and Chief Ethics Officer Kelly Michelson, MD, 
MPH, director of the IPHAM’s Center for Bioethics and Medical 
Humanities and the Julia and David Uihlein Professor of Bioethics 
and Medical Humanities.

The Institute for Augmented Intelligence in Medicine will initially 
include the following centers:

	 Center for Computational Imaging and Signal Analytics 
in Medicine

	 Center for Deep Phenotyping and Precision 
Therapeutics

	 Center for Advanced Molecular Analysis

	 Center for Biomedical Informatics and Data Science

	 Center for Medical Education in Data Science and Digital 
Health

	 Center for Bioethics and Medical Humanities

Membership in the institute is open to faculty from all 
Northwestern University schools. Those interested can visit the 
institute website and fill out a request for more information.
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to be built to ensure scientists have a pipeline of secure, high-
quality data and access to the most advanced analytics tools, 
computing capacity and administrative infrastructure. 

“What we’re seeing in AI healthcare and in research is that 
it’s been set up in these little bespoke sort of shops. It’s a 
cottage industry, oftentimes lacking the scalable infrastructure 
that you would need—data infrastructure and administrative 
infrastructure—to support a larger volume of data research or 
research on larger data volumes,” Kho said. 

As the “pipe building” takes place, the new institute will bring 
together research, education and sustainable innovation, 
offering opportunities for faculty, students and trainees, as well 
as collaborations with other Northwestern schools including 
the McCormick School of Engineering, Kellogg School of 
Management and Pritzker School of Law.

An Early Interest in Data

Kho’s path to becoming the director of I.AIM came with some 
twists and turns. As an undergraduate, he studied theoretical 
and applied mechanics (now part of mechanical engineering) and 
then took a job in England as an administrative temp, managing 
budgets for the London Region of English Heritage. It was there 
he realized the value of databases and managing data across a 
population. Soon after, he took a position with a consultancy firm 
where he worked on a project that organized recipe ingredients 
in a large database for a major food company, another early 
lesson in the value of ontologies and databases. 

These experiences stuck with him throughout his medical school 
education, residency and chief residency in Internal Medicine 
at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. He ultimately decided 
to complete a National Library of Medicine/National Institutes 
of Health fellowship in Medical Informatics at the Regenstrief 
Institute in Indianapolis, Indiana. 

“People were quite surprised to hear I was going to do medical 
informatics in Indianapolis, because I had been on a path to go 
into pulmonary critical care,” Kho said. “But it was a fortunate 
pivot and gave me a chance to work with amazing leaders in 
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Karla Satchell, PhD, principal investigator for the Center for 
Structural Genomics of Infectious Diseases and professor of 
Microbiology-Immunology, is leading an international team of 
scientists investigating the structure of the SARS CoV-2 virus 
to understand how to stop it from replicating, and a potential 
drug target has been identified in a newly mapped protein of 
SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes coronavirus disease 2019 
(COVID-19).

SARS-CoV-2 is responsible for the current outbreak of 
COVID-19. At publication time, the pathogen had infected 
more than 454,000 people globally and caused at least 20,000 
deaths. Millions of people are being quarantined, and the 
epidemic has impacted the world economy. There is no existing 
drug for this disease, but the scientists said their findings 
suggest drugs that had previously been in development to treat 
the earlier SARS outbreak could now be developed as effective 
drugs against COVID-19.

The protein Nsp15 from Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 
Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is 89 percent identical to the 
protein from the earlier outbreak of SARS-CoV. Studies 
published in 2010 on SARS-CoV revealed that inhibition of 
Nsp15 can slow viral replication. This suggests drugs designed 
to target Nsp15 could be developed as effective drugs against 
COVID-19.

Mapping a 3D protein structure of the virus, also called solving 
the structure, allows scientists to figure out how to interfere in 
the pathogen’s replication in human cells.

Satchell said, “The NSP15 protein has been investigated in SARS 
as a novel target for new drug development, but that never 
went very far because the SARS epidemic went away, and all 
new drug development ended. Some inhibitors were identified 
but never developed into drugs. The inhibitors that were 
developed for SARS now could be tested against this protein.”

Rapid upsurge and proliferation of SARS-CoV-2 raised questions 
about how this virus could become so much more transmissible 
as compared to the SARS and MERS coronaviruses. The 
scientists are mapping the proteins to address this issue.

Northwestern is the lead site for the international center that 
comprises eight institutions, including the University of Chicago 
and University of California Riverside School of Medicine. The 
center has committed resources across all eight sites since the 
news of the new coronavirus was made public in January. The 
structure of Nsp15 is the first structure solved by the center.

Satchell, along with the entire center team, will map the 
structure of some of the 28 proteins in the virus in order to 
see where drugs can throw a chemical monkey wrench into 
its machinery. The proteins are folded globular structures 
with precisely defined function and their “active sites” can be 
targeted with chemical compounds.

Satchell and her team are well prepared for the challenges that 
come with developing drugs to fight the virus. The Center for 
Structural Genomics of Infectious Diseases, established in 2007, 
is funded as a contract from the National Institute of Allergy 
and Infectious Diseases, part of the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH), in part to serve as a response site for structure biology 
in the event of an unexpected infectious disease outbreak. 
The center has mapped more than a thousand parts of lethal 
bacteria and viruses in three dimensions, exposing an intimate 
chemical portrait of diseases.

Satchell also is a member of the Robert H. Lurie Comprehensive 
Cancer Center of Northwestern University.

Drugs previously in development for SARS 
could be effective for COVID-19 

Left: Karla Satchell, PhD, professor of Microbiology-Immunology, principal 
investigator and co-director of the Center for Structural Genomics of Infectious 
Diseases. Right: This newly mapped coronavirus protein, called Nsp15, helps the 
virus replicate. 
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Investigating Molecular Genetics Behind Women’s Cancers 
Timothy Lane, PhD, Associate Dean for Graduate Studies and Professor  

of Medical Education and of Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics

What are your research interests? 
My research interests have focused on women’s health with a particular interest 
in stem cells that impact breast cancer, ovarian cancer and osteoporosis.

What is the ultimate goal of your research? 
To understand fundamental biological interactions that regulate the 
establishment of adult stem cell compartments and their relationship to aging 
and disease.

How did you become interested in this area of research? 
I have always been interested in the biological circuits that regulate 
development. When I was a postdoc, I was lucky to discover a signaling protein 
that impacted adult stem cell compartments in various tissues. I chose to study 
cancer and osteoporosis as they have a big impact on women in my family and 
were a perfect fit with my research interests.

What types of collaborations are you engaged in across campus?   
Here at the Feinberg, I am focused on graduate and medical education and am 
forging new relationships to develop curriculum and research opportunities.

Where have you recently published papers? 
I have been lucky to be published in the Journal of Cell Biology, the Journal of 
Clinical Investigation, several journals in the Cell Press consortium, including 
Developmental Cell and Cell Metabolism, and in more specialty journals.

Who are your mentors? 
I’m fortunate enough to have been mentored by several great scientists and 
been exposed to top training environments throughout my career. I was possibly 
most impacted in my choice of research and clinical interests by the women in 
my family who were devoted to science and by my post-doctoral mentor  
Dr. Philip Leder who was an inspiration as both a scientist and a mentor.  

Timothy Lane, PhD, is the 
associate dean for Graduate 
Studies and a professor of 
Medical Education and of 
Biochemistry and Molecular 
Genetics. He recently joined 
Feinberg’s faculty in 2019 with his 
wife, Luisa Iruela-Arispe, PhD, who was 
appointed chair of the Department of 
Cell and Developmental Biology. Prior to 
joining Feinberg, Lane was an associate 
professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology 
and of Biological Chemistry at the 
University of California, Los Angeles. 
He has published more than 60 peer-
reviewed scientific articles exploring 
women’s cancers, specifically exploring 
how stem cells impact the development 
and progression of such cancers. 

Q&A

March 2020 

Kathrin LaFaver, MD, joins as associate professor of Neurology in the Division of Movement 
Distorders. Previously, she was an assistant professor of neurology at the University of Louisville. 
She has completed fellowships in movement disorders at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center 
in Boston and the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke in Bethesda, Maryland. 
LaFaver’s research is focused on studying the pathophysiology of functional movement disorders 
(FMD), a common cause of disability with the potential to restore normal neurologic function 
through motor retraining and psychotherapy. In collaboration with the Shirley Ryan Ability Lab, 
she has established a multidisciplinary FMD clinic, with the goal of optimizing currently available 
treatment interventions. LaFaver is chair of the FMD study group of the International Parkinson and 
Movement Disorder Society and aims to set up a multicenter FMD registry to study the prevalence, 
risk factors and natural history of this disorder.

Welcome New Faculty
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Where is your hometown? 
I was born and raised in Queens, 
New York. Around the age of 14, I 
moved with my family to Raleigh, 
North Carolina.

What are your research interests? 
I’ve always been interested in 
studying complex cellular signaling 
pathways. My undergraduate 
experience working at Pepperdine 

University solidified my fascination with signaling. At Pepperdine, 
I studied Notch signaling during blood vessel formation in human 
endothelial cells. 

Here at Feinberg, I’m investigating aberrant cancer cell signaling 
during tumor growth, using a combination of biochemical and 
structural approaches in the laboratory of Dr. Karla Satchell.

What exciting projects are you working on? 
My work focuses on a protein called Ras that is hyper-activated 
in 30 percent of human tumors and causes uncontrolled cell 
growth. Ras has been considered an “undruggable” target: 
There are zero FDA-approved drugs targeting Ras on the market. 

Our lab has identified an enzyme secreted from a bacterium, 
Vibrio vulnificus, that inactivates Ras directly. Currently, I am 
studying how we can use this enzyme as a therapeutic tool to 
inhibit tumor cell growth.

What attracted you to your program? 
The major factor was the broad research areas. Shortly after 
interviewing with the program, there were several labs I could 
see myself working in. I was comfortable around the faculty and 
students in the program, which added to my positive impression 
of Northwestern and the DGP. 

What has been your best experience at Feinberg? 
My best experience has been the people I have met throughout 
my time here. There is an amicable atmosphere with everyone 
you meet, which is very encouraging given the highs and lows 
that come with conducting research. 

How would you describe the faculty at Feinberg? 
The faculty here are very involved and motivated to train 
graduate students. They push you to ask critical questions and 
perform rigorous research that will help you succeed at the next 
level. 

What do you do in your free time? 
In Chicago, I have participated in many activities outside of the 
laboratory. I’ve played in pool leagues, run Chicago races and 
attended many Bulls and Cubs games. 

What are your plans for after graduation? 
I plan to stay in the research field and pursue a postdoctoral 
position at a university or in industry. I’m always interested in 
learning new information and asking scientific questions!
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Studying Complex Cellular Signaling Pathways 
Caleb Stubbs, fourth-year student in the Driskill Graduate Program in Life Sciences (DGP)

  

Q&A 

Reuters, February 14 
Why your Valentine might want hot chocolate for that walk on 
the beach 
Mary McDermott, MD, was featured.

Chicago Tribune, February 18 
Less than 5% of pregnant women have good heart health, 
according to Northwestern study. Experts say doctors need to 
do more in response. 
Marla Mendelson, MD, and Amanda Marma Perak, MD, MS, 
were mentioned. 

Reuters, February 26 
Allergists Offer Advice to Parents of Kids With Food Allergies 
Ruchi Gupta, MD, MPH, was mentioned. 

Time, February 27 
How to Manage Your Anxiety About Coronavirus 
Catherine Belling, MD, was mentioned. 

USA Today, March 3 
Coronavirus live updates: 9th US. death is confirmed as WHO 
rejects pandemic 
Robert Murphy, MD, was mentioned.

Chicago Tribune, March 3 
I think I have the coronavirus. What should I do? 
Michael Ison, MD, MS, was mentioned. 

New York Times, March 3 
What Pregnant Women Should Know About Coronavirus 
Wei Zhang, PhD was featured. 

Research in the News
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Where are you originally from? 
I am originally from Waterloo, 
Iowa. I came to Chicago for 
undergrad and stayed because I 
love the city.

What is your educational 
background? 
I double majored in Psychology 

and Philosophy for my undergraduate education. I obtained 
a Master’s degree in clinical counseling psychology, thinking 
I’d become a counselor. I enjoyed my counseling practicum 
— I went into the homes of people who hoarded and used 
cognitive-behavioral therapy techniques to help them clean up 
their living spaces. 

But, the practice of counseling just wasn’t enough to hold my 
attention; the philosopher in me was more interested in the 
underlying justification of those counseling techniques. This 
interest in efficacy research led me into a career in research 
operations. I soon realized that the coaching techniques I 
learned during my training as a counselor were a great asset as 
a manager.

Please tell us about your professional background. 
My research operations career started at the University of 
Illinois at Chicago, where I interviewed adolescent girls, their 
mothers and their romantic partners about their trauma 
histories and STI-risk behavior. 

Then I wanted a new challenge — working on those complex 
clinical drug trials — so I came to the Lurie Cancer Center at 
Northwestern in 2014 as a research project manager. After 
assisting with the team’s 5-year grant renewal, I saw the 
announcement for NUDACC, and decided to apply for the staff 
leadership position. I’ve been with NUDACC for three months 
now, and I love the work of helping to build a new center.
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Why do you enjoy working at Northwestern? 
My work at Northwestern combines my dual passions for 
practicality and intellectuality. Medical research is grounded by 
the goal of actually implementing new clinical care practices, 
but is driven by the innovation and creativity of a lot of smart 
people. My colleagues’ intelligence and drive pushes me to 
challenge myself every day.

How do you help scientists and/ or research students at the 
medical school? 
My job is to focus on the research operations, so our scientists 
can focus on what they do best: the science. If I can help 
the team’s staff members think through and implement an 
elegant solution to a complex administrative problem, the 
project’s scientific leaders are free to make sure the study’s 
design answers the question they want to ask. Innovative ideas 
require innovative methods of implementation, so the better 
I am at my job, the more creative the scientists can be in their 
research.

What is your favorite part of the job? 
I love creating an ambitious and supportive environment where 
the team’s staff can develop new skills, knowledge, passions 
and initiatives in their work. The best part of the job is seeing 
staff succeed, develop, and then move on to bigger and better 
projects.  

What exciting projects are you working on? 
We just launched the development of a large, multicenter, 
observational study to learn more about gestational diabetes. 
More than one thousand women across the country will wear 
continuous glucose monitors during their pregnancy. At the 
moment, our team is running four weekly meetings as different 
groups of scientists discuss and negotiate the study design. We 
hope to start accrual later this year!

What do you like to do in your spare time? 
During the summer months, you’ll find me bicycling the 
Wisconsin kettles.

Q&A

Creating Elegant Implementation Solutions 
Mary Beth Tull, director of Research Oversight and Compliance at the 

Northwestern University Data Analysis & Coordinating Center (NUDACC).

After listening to an episode, you will be able to identify the research 
interests and initiatives of Feinberg faculty and discuss updates in 
clinical and translational research. If you would like to claim CME 
credit for listening to Breakthroughs, visit the Continuing Medical 
Education website.

The Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine is 
accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical 

Education (ACCME) to provide continuing medical education for 
physicians. The Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine 
designates this Enduring Material for a maximum of 0.5 AMA PRA 
Category 1 Credit(s)™. Physicians should claim only the credit 
commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

If you have additional questions about processing CME credits, please 
contact the Office of Continuing Medical Education.

Earn CME credits for Listening to the Breakthroughs Podcast

https://www.cancer.northwestern.edu/
https://www.feinberg.northwestern.edu/sites/nudacc/
https://www.feinberg.northwestern.edu/research/news/podcast/index.html
https://www.feinberg.northwestern.edu/research/news/podcast/index.html
https://northwestern.cloud-cme.com/default.aspx?p=20&search=podcast&linkId=71622915&fbclid=IwAR19d5c496mLbNv5bS9RvZS4onam60RS9-ovfE9xOCJ9_nEsutzOjt-Vma4
https://northwestern.cloud-cme.com/default.aspx?p=20&search=podcast&linkId=71622915&fbclid=IwAR19d5c496mLbNv5bS9RvZS4onam60RS9-ovfE9xOCJ9_nEsutzOjt-Vma4
https://northwestern.cloud-cme.com/default.aspx?p=25
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Good decision-making often 
revolves around available data.

For Stanford University’s Nigam 
Shah, MBBS, PhD, an associate 
professor of Biomedical 
Informatics, developing methods 
to analyze large unstructured 
datasets holds the potential to 
change how data-driven medicine 
is practiced.

 “Clinical guidelines don’t always 
suffice, and when they fail, data 
may have the answer,” said Shah, 
assistant director of Stanford’s 

Center for Biomedical Informatics Research, during the morning 
plenary of Biomedical Data Science Day (BDSD). “It’s an 
important consideration, because I suspect most of you in this 
room ultimately want to use data to help patient populations.”

Shah’s presentation was one of nearly 40 immersive, and 
often interactive workshops and talks during BDSD 2020, 
held February 4 in Chicago. The event was hosted by the 
Northwestern University Clinical and Translational Sciences 
(NUCATS) Institute.

Nearly 300 people attended the sold-out event, taking the 
opportunity to work hands-on with open-source datasets, 
enhance their statistical 
knowledge or learn new tools 
to navigate the computational 
biomedical sciences. Event 
sessions were led by experienced 
faculty, staff, students and 
trainees from Northwestern and 
beyond. 

Charlton McIlwain, PhD, 
professor of Media, Culture, 
and Communication and vice 
provost for Faculty Engagement 
and Development at New York 
University, closed the event with 

an afternoon plenary that explored the question: What would 
it take to develop data science that is motivated by equity and 
justice?

“I think it’s critical for all of us in the big data/AI/data science 
community to view our work in a larger context. What we 
do is important because it has power — the power to help 
and the power to harm,” said Justin Starren, MD, PhD, chief 
of the Division of Health and Biomedical Informatics in the 
Department of Preventive Medicine and deputy director of 
NUCATS (shown at left). “The combination of Nigam’s and 
Charlton’s talks really captured that range.”

 Through its Center for Data Science and Informatics, as well 
as its Applied Research Informatics Group, NUCATS offers a 
wide range of resources and services, including support for 
data security and privacy, software tools and development, 
and access to the ACT Network as well as the Northwestern 
Medicine Enterprise Data Warehouse. 

Among the BDSD sessions was one co-led by Abel Kho, MD, 
associate professor of Medicine in the Division of General 
Internal Medicine and Geriatrics, director of the new Institute 
for Augmented Intelligence in Medicine and of the Institute 
for Public Health and Medicine’s Center for Health Information 
Partnerships, and a member of NUCATS, and Theresa Walunas, 
PhD, assistant professor of Medicine in the Division of General 
Internal Medicine and Geriatrics. 

Their talk, “The Good, the Bad and the Ugly: A Primer on the 
Wild West of Electronic Health Record Data,” encouraged 
attendees to maintain a healthy skepticism of EHRs while 
revealing the potential of medical records for clinical and 
research use when framed in the right context.

“There is so much data coming at us right now: from EHRs 
and high throughput omics, to data from wearables and many 
other sources,” said Walunas. “The future is dependent on 
developing people who understand the data and who can form 
multidisciplinary teams to figure out how to use it effectively 
for the common good. I think programs like BDSD represent 
ways to get people together, encourage peer-to-peer sharing 
and foster the interchange of ideas that will set the stage for 
that future.”
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Biomedical Data Science Takes Center 
Stage at Northwestern

https://www.nucats.northwestern.edu/
http://www.feinberg.northwestern.edu/faculty-profiles/az/profile.html?xid=20839
https://www.preventivemedicine.northwestern.edu/divisions/health-and-biomedical-informatics/index.html
http://www.preventivemedicine.northwestern.edu/
https://www.nucats.northwestern.edu/about/centers-and-programs/center-for-data-science-and-informatics.html
https://www.nucats.northwestern.edu/about/centers-and-programs/applied-research-informatics-group.html
https://www.nucats.northwestern.edu/resources/data-science-and-informatics/index.html
https://www.feinberg.northwestern.edu/faculty-profiles/az/profile.html?xid=16090
https://www.medicine.northwestern.edu/
https://www.medicine.northwestern.edu/divisions/general-internal-medicine-and-geriatrics/index.html
https://www.medicine.northwestern.edu/divisions/general-internal-medicine-and-geriatrics/index.html
https://www.feinberg.northwestern.edu/sites/augmented-intelligence/
https://www.feinberg.northwestern.edu/sites/augmented-intelligence/
https://www.feinberg.northwestern.edu/sites/ipham/
https://www.feinberg.northwestern.edu/sites/ipham/
https://www.healthinformationforall.org/
https://www.healthinformationforall.org/
https://www.feinberg.northwestern.edu/faculty-profiles/az/profile.html?xid=28495


PI: Jin-Shei Lai, PhD, professor of  
Medical Social Sciences and Pediatrics

Sponsor: National Cancer Institute 

Title: Using Information Technology to 
Improve Outcomes for Children Living  
with Cancer

The Symptom Monitoring & Systematic Assessment and 
Reporting System in Young Survivors (SyMon-SAYS) program 
aims to enable timely mitigation and management of 
unrelieved symptoms for children with cancer. SyMon-SAYS will 
administer, score, interpret and display the results of symptom 
assessments in “real-time” between clinic visits in cancer 
care ambulatory settings, when patients are likely to be more 
symptomatic. We hypothesize that this system can facilitate 
prompt identification of problematic symptoms; consequently, 
with the availability of graphical symptom reports over time, 
timely providers’ clinical care and an informative symptom 
management booklet, patients will become informed about 
their condition and take an active role in treatment, which 
will further improve self-management skills. Better self-
management promotes adherence to treatment plans, builds 
individual capacity, improves interaction between patients and 
caregivers, reduces the use of medical specialists and optimizes 
clinical outcomes across the lifespan throughout the treatment 
and disease continua. 

The proposed waitlist control randomized trial is based on our 
preliminary study testing the feasibility of the patient-centered 
SyMon-SAYS in a pediatric oncology clinic. Results showed that 
the SyMon-SAYS was acceptable to patients/parents and they 
were willing to use it during their routine clinical care. Clinicians 
expressed interest in receiving reports yet preferred to review 
them in the medical record. Based on what we learned from 
this pilot, we now propose to integrate the SyMon-SAYS system 
into the electronic health record (EHR), to streamline the 
alert notification with clinician workflow by using EHR (Epic) 
messaging, and to include a broader range of symptoms. 
Patients and parents will complete the weekly symptom 
assessment and review the symptom report by logging into 
the Epic MyChart patient portal. Instead of using a standalone 
SyMon-SAYS app, we will align the SyMon-SAYS program with 
the Epic EHR. 

Read more
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PI: Jeremy Lavine, MD, PhD, assistant 
professor of Ophthalmology and of 
Medicine in the Division of  Rheumatology

Sponsor: National Eye Institute

Title: The Role of Beta2-Adrenergic 
Receptor and Interleukin-6 Signaling 
in Macrophage-Driven Choroidal 
Neovascularization 

Neovascular age-related macular degeneration (nAMD) is 
the leading cause of blindness in the developed world, and 
is treated solely by inhibiting vascular endothelial growth 
factor (VEGF). Although highly effective, 15 percent of 
patients still lose vision despite maximal anti-VEGF therapy. 
Evidence suggests a role for pro-angiogenic macrophages in 
nAMD pathogenesis, but currently there are no therapies 
to specifically target these cells. Interleukin-6 (IL-6), a pro- 
inflammatory cytokine known to be produced by macrophages, 
correlates with nAMD activity and is necessary for laser-
induced CNV, a mouse model of nAMD. 

Our preliminary data demonstrate that beta2-adrenergic 
receptor (AR) inhibition decreases laser-induced CNV area by 
reducing IL-6 levels in macrophages. Our central hypothesis is 
that beta2-AR signaling influences macrophage differentiation, 
promotes a pro-angiogenic macrophage phenotype, increases 
IL-6 levels, and activates angiogenesis by activating the IL-6 
receptor directly on endothelial cells to increase CNV area.

To test this hypothesis, we formulated the following specific 
aims: 1) Determine the retinal/choroidal cell type(s) that 
express interleukin-6 in response to beta2-AR antagonism, 
2) Identify the cell type that produces IL-6 and the cell type 
that responds to IL-6 to increase laser-induced CNV, and 3) 
Delineate how beta2-AR and IL-6 deficiency regulate the 
transcriptional profile of macrophages during CNV. 

Completion of these aims will determine the cell types that 
respond to beta2-AR antagonism, produce IL-6, and respond 
to IL-6 to increase CNV area. These data will set the stage for 
anti-IL-6 therapy for nAMD. Furthermore, we will delineate 
how beta2-AR inhibition influences the transcriptomic profile 
of macrophages in the CNV milieu, which will identify new anti-
inflammatory and anti-angiogenic therapeutic targets.

Read more

http://www.mss.northwestern.edu/
http://www.pediatrics.northwestern.edu/index.html
https://projectreporter.nih.gov/project_info_description.cfm?aid=9893629&icde=49092784&ddparam=&ddvalue=&ddsub=&cr=2&csb=default&cs=ASC&pball=
http://www.feinberg.northwestern.edu/sites/ophthalmology
http://www.medicine.northwestern.edu/divisions/rheumatology/
https://projectreporter.nih.gov/project_info_description.cfm?aid=9870224&icde=48840054&ddparam=&ddvalue=&ddsub=&cr=1&csb=default&cs=ASC&pball=
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Childhood Asthma in Urban Settings Clinical 
Research Network – Leadership Center (UM1 
Clinical Trial Required) 

More Information

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health, National Institute  
of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID)

Submission deadline: June 19, 2020

Upper amount: $7,000,000

Synopsis: The NIAID Childhood Asthma in Urban Settings 
Clinical Research Network Leadership Center (CAUSE-LC) 
will provide the overall scientific strategy and organizational 
structure to the CAUSE Clinical Research Network and will 
interact closely with the CAUSE Clinical Research Centers 
(CAUSE-CRCs) to support the conduct of multi-site clinical 
studies and trials with the ultimate goal of developing 
effective interventions or asthma prevention approaches 
applicable to children residing in low-income urban settings.

Combating Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria (CARB) 
Interdisciplinary Research Units (U19 Clinical Trail 
Not Allowed) 

More information

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health, National Institute  
of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID)

Submission deadline: May 8, 2020

Upper Amount: $10,000,000 to fund 5-6 awards 

Synopsis: Antibacterial resistance (AR) is a growing global 
public health threat. In a recent report, the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention estimated that at least 2.8 
million people develop an antibiotic-resistant infection and 
more than 35,000 people die from these infections yearly 
in the United States. The seriousness of this situation led to 
national and international efforts to address antibacterial 
resistance including the United States Government’s 
National Strategy, and National Action Plan for Combating 
Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria (CARB) as well as establishment 
of the Presidential Advisory Council on CARB. This grant 
seeks to establish Combating Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria 
(CARB) Interdisciplinary Research Units (CARBIRUs) focused 
on improving our understanding of bacterial and host 
factors important for antibacterial resistance and infection 
to inform development of new approaches to prevent, 
diagnose, and treat antibacterial-resistant infections.  

Practice-Based Research for Implementing 
Scalable Evidence-Based Prevention Interventions 
in Primary Care Settings (R34 Clinical Trial 
Required)

More information

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health and National 
Institute of Mental Health 

Submission deadline: September 15, 2020

Upper Amount: $450,000 over two years

Synopsis: The purpose of this grant is to encourage 
practice-based research aimed at refining and pilot 
testing developmentally-focused, theory-based efficacious 
prevention interventions that may impact mental health 
outcomes, including suicide behaviors and serious mental 
illness. The research should test prevention approaches that 
are both scalable and sustainable for implementation in 
pediatric-serving primary care settings, with an emphasis on 
populations experiencing mental health disparities.

Multidisciplinary Studies to Improve 
Understanding of Influenza Transmission (U19 
Clinical Trial Optional)

More information 

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health and National 
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

Submission deadline:

Upper Amount:

Synopsis: The purpose of this grant is to solicit 
applications for collaborative, multidisciplinary research 
to comprehensively investigate the dynamics and drivers 
of influenza transmission between humans. This FOA will 
support research to: (1) improve detection and sampling 
of influenza viral particles from the air; (2) develop novel 
assays to assess viability and infectivity of influenza viral 
particles collected from the air; and (3) comprehensively 
evaluate the contribution of viral, host, physical, and 
environmental factors to influenza transmission between 
humans.  

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-AI-19-074.html
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-AI-20-001.html
https://www.cdc.gov/drugresistance/pdf/national_action_plan_for_combating_antibotic-resistant_bacteria.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/drugresistance/pdf/national_action_plan_for_combating_antibotic-resistant_bacteria.pdf
https://www.hhs.gov/ash/advisory-committees/paccarb/index.html
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-MH-20-506.html
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-AI-20-008.html
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Get Ready: The New PubMed is Here

The National Library of Medicine has just released a new 
version of PubMed, accessible from the PubMed homepage. 
Both versions of PubMed will run side by side for the next 
few weeks, and you can always try the new interface and 
return to the old one until the final switch.

Galter Library has created a new guide and is offering classes 
covering the new interface. In the meantime, here are a few 
highlights of how the new PubMed is different from the old, 
and where you can find the features you already know and 
love.

•  Abstract snippets now show up on the Results page. 
Preview an article before you click on the title.

•  New and improved citing, sharing and page navigation 
features are available, including pre-formatted citations 
in AMA, MLA, APA, and NLM formats. You can download 
.RIS files for EndNote and other reference management 
platforms. 

•  At long last, you can now page through your PubMed 
results from the abstract screen. Hover for details of the 
previous or next citation.

•  Sort by publication date and reverse sort order. Use the 
Display Options menu (located under the gear button) 
to change how results are sorted. Sort options include 
Publication Date in addition to Most Recent and Best 
Match. When sorting by Publication Date or Most Recent, 
use the ascending/descending button to show the newest 
or oldest results first.

•  Customize number of items displayed per page. You can 
also use the Display Options menu to change the number 
of citations displayed per page.

•  The action (ellipsis) menu contains Collections and My 
Bibliography, allowing you to manage and share groups 
of citations. After running a search, you will also find a 
“Create alert” link under the search box that lets you set 
up automatic My NCBI email updates for your search.

•  Persistent display preferences. Changes to display 
preferences such as sort by, items per page, and filters will 
be active for subsequent searches until browser data and 
cookies are cleared. Display format defaults to Summary 
for each new search. 

•  Similar articles. You can view and refine the complete set 
of similar articles for a citation. Use the “See all similar 
articles” link on a citation’s abstract page to display the 
similar articles as a new page of results.

•  Download results by year timeline. Use the download 
button to create a CSV file of the Results by Year timeline.

Click on the blue banner on the legacy PubMed home page 
to try the new PubMed. The National Library of Medicine 
will continue adding features and improving the user 
experience, ensuring that PubMed remains a trusted and 
accessible source of biomedical literature today and in 
the future. Want more in depth assistance with the new 
PubMed? Take a Galter class or contact your liaison librarian.
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https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?otool=norwelib
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?otool=norwelib
https://galter.northwestern.edu/galterguides?url=https%3A%2F%2Flibguides.galter.northwestern.edu%2Fnewpubmed
https://galter.northwestern.edu/classes
https://galter.northwestern.edu/Research%20Services/liaison
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High-Impact Factor Research
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The Role of Music in Healing

The NIH and the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing 
Arts are exploring the link between music and health, called 
the Sound Health Initiative, in partnership with the National 
Endowment for the Arts. In September the NIH announced a 
$20 million investment to fund the initiative’s first round of 
studies.

“You wouldn’t, at this point, say music therapy is a well-
worked-out science,” despite a small body of research showing 
its effectiveness, NIH director Francis Collins told AARP. But 
newer technologies and a better understanding of how the 
brain works are making it easier for scientists to home in on 
how music affects the brain.

Some of the NIH-funded projects are looking at how music 
may be able to help improve walking ability in people with 
Parkinson’s disease. Another looks at the potential for music 
to reduce the likelihood that patients in intensive care will 
develop delirium — a common complication in hospital care, 
especially among older adults. There’s also a study underway 
examining music’s potential to improve physical and mental 
health in older adults with cardiovascular disease.

It will be a few years before the results from the Sound Health 
Initiative research come to light, but once they do, Collins 
expects that the field of music therapy will “really gather 
momentum.” And with more “solid evidence,” Collins is hopeful 
that music therapy will become a standard treatment for many 
common health conditions — one that physicians prescribe and 
third-party payers cover.

New Certificates of Confidentiality System for 
Non-NIH Funded Research

Certificates of Confidentiality protect identifiable, sensitive 
research information from disclosure. While Certificates of Con-
fidentiality are issued automatically for NIH-funded research, 
non-NIH funded research that collects identifiable, sensitive 
information can require a certificate.

NIH has updated its Certificate of Confidentiality request 
process for non-NIH funded research through a new online 
system. The new system simplifies the request process by 
using self-certification statements and shortened text fields, 
rather than attachments. Note that the new Certificates of 
Confidentiality system requires direct submission by the 
authorized institutional official, rather than by the investigator 
or another research team member.

NIH will no longer accept Certificates of Confidentiality 
requests through the current system as of March 11, 2020. See 
the Guide Notice for important details about the transition to 
the new system.

Feinberg School of Medicine Research Office     Breakthroughs

Featured Core 
The Northwestern University Transgenic and 
Targeted Mutagenesis Laboratory

The Northwestern University Transgenic and Targeted 
Mutagenesis Laboratory (TTML) is a shared resource designed 
to produce genetically engineered mice for Northwestern 
investigators. 

This Core offers Molecular Biology Services, providing full scale 
mouse modeling. Investigators meet with TTML leaders to discuss 
the scientific aims of the project, mouse model options, and 
customized mutagenesis strategy design to best achieve project 
goals. Technical services provided through this lab encompass 
guide RNA selection; appropriate repair template design; custom 
genotyping design; and founder identification and mutation 
confirmation through PCR and sequencing. Consultation and 
technical support is provided at multiple points during the project, 
from project initiation through F1 generation. 

Other service provided by this Core include:

CRISPR/Cas9 Gene Editing 
The Core uses CRISPR/Cas9 to create targeted mutations 
directly in embryos. Genetic manipulations include knock-
out (both large and small deletions), point mutations, small 
insertional mutations, deletion of cis or trans genetic elements 
and conditional alleles. Mutations have been made in wild-type 
embryos, mostly C57BL/6J, as well as mutant embryos supplied 
by the investigator. Larger more complex mutations, including 
ROSA26 targeting and targeted conditional knock-ins, are 
currently generated in ES cells.

Transgenics Projects 
Transgenic mouse models are generated by the microinjection of 
purified DNA into the pronucleus of single-cell fertilized mouse 
zygotes. Microinjected embryos are then surgically transferred 
into the reproductive tract of a pseudopregnant female who 
carries the pregnancy to term.

Gene Targeting 
Traditional gene targeting of B6N- or 129-derived ES cells is 
available. Electroporated and drug-selected clones are provided 
to investigators for genotyping or clones can be genotyped by 
the Core. Potentially targeted clones are expanded for targeting 
verification and frozen for injection/long-term storage. 

ES Cell Injection 
Targeted ES cell clones generated by the TTML or supplied by the 
investigator, including frozen clones purchased from international 
consortiums such as KOMP/IMPC, are injected into blastocyst-
stage embryos to generate germline competent chimera. 

To learn about more TTML services, including TTML’s process for 
rederivation, cryopreservation of mouse lines, cryorecovery of 
mouse lines and more, click here.
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